
Congratulations!
You've taken the first step
to self-coaching & are off
to do amazing things! Use
this self-coaching tool
whenever needed in order
to stay on the track that
works best for you.



What is my life like now? What are skills I want to form into
habits?

What are the tools I am going to
use to form those habits?

What is the #1 thing I want to
accomplish by coaching myself?

What are some pain points I know
I am going to have to prepare for?

What do I want my life to look like
once my self-coaching is

complete?

Your "Name": Start Date:



Time Frame: Check-In Frequency:

How long is this package for you?
4 months? 6 months? 1 year?

Is there room for
improvement? How will you
get there?

Observe your past week of food,
if you're tracking in any form.

Are you overly hungry?
Experiencing a loss of appetite?
Any successes or complications
with macros or balance?

Current hydration: 
Average color of your urine
(chart on the following page): 

Are there any lifts where you
need to work on form?
Average RPE of your workouts
(chart on the following page): 

Did you hit all of your planned
workouts this week? How did they
feel?

Any lingering soreness?
Feeling recovered between
workout days?

Average steps: 

Weekly average: 
Is it trending up or down: 

Note progress pics, how clothes
are fitting, energy, +
measurements, if wanted.

Average sleep in hours: 
Is it restful: 

Note if you are experiencing
any insomnia or change in
sleep patterns.

WEIGH-INS +
STATS

SLEEP +
ENERGY

How often will you check-in with yourself?
Weekly? Bi-weekly? Once per month?

HUNGER +
HYDRATION

PROGRAMMING +
RECOVERY

STRESS +
DIGESTION

Average stool (chart on following page):
Any gastrointestinal distress?

Ovulation this week?

How are you feeling, mentally & physically?
What upcoming events do you need to prepare for, & what tools will you
use to do it?

How often are you having bowel movements?

Significant changes to cycle?

Average stress (chart on following page): 



STRESS CHART

RPE CHARTHYDRATION CHART

STOOL CHART



Wait 24-48 hours before reviewing your own check-in questions. This
helps give your brain space & remove the cognitive fusion we get from
treating our own thoughts, feelings, & perceptions as facts.

ANSWERQUESTION

THINGS TO CONSIDER

NEXT STEPS

N O W ,  R E V I E W !

Read what you wrote in your
check-in. Imagine you are
coaching the person (this is
why a fake name can be
important -- to separate self
from the data). Try to be as
neutral as possible here.

What did you do well this
check-in cycle?
Where can you improve for the
next check-in?
How are you going to do that?

What is the data showing you?
What is an objective fact from this check-in?

What are the stories the client (you) might be inventing in their
head that are not fact?

Why are they feeling those things?
What are the obstacles or limiting factors they might be facing?

Where can they use assistance?
What are the possible options or suggestions for getting past
these obstacles?

What are they doing well that can be continued & may help them
in forming a plan for their challenges?

Through this process, you'll probably come up with something that
you & your coach (still you) have agreed on as an action step or
approach for the next check-in.

Try this out. Stick to it. Don't sway. Then check-in again. Repeat.



ENJOY THE
PROCESS!

You've done the
hard work already
by taking this first
step!

Continue pushing
forward using
simple tools to
check-in &
objectively review
your progress.

Let us know how you're doing!
We love to keep up with you!
Remember, you're always welcome to
join the sonotessa Coaching Team!

If you'd like to meet with a coach 1:1 to
discuss how you're doing without
recurring check-ins, click here to book
a one-time coaching call!

@sonotessa
sonotessa.com

https://sonotessa.com/conscious-coaching-calls
http://sonotessa.com/

